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ALCAT and IgG allergy and intolerance
tests
To the Editor: Since we are constantly consulted about the
reliability and appropriateness of the ALCAT and IgG food
allergy tests, we provide the following information for readers
of the journal and the public.
The ALCAT and the IgG test claim to have diagnostic
value in identifying substances responsible for allergic and
intolerance reactions. These tests claim to be more effective
than traditional allergy tests, particularly for delayed allergic
reactions.
The manufacturers of the ALCAT test argue that orthodox
allergy practice does not recognise delayed allergic reactions,
when in fact these reactions are universally acknowledged
to play a role in up to 30% of the spectrum of allergic
reactions! The manufacturers argue that the test is predictive
for assessing and diagnosing a variety of conditions such as
attention deficit disorder (ADD)/attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), autism, allergies, hay fever, asthma, chronic
sinusitis, urticaria, candida, autoimmune diseases, obesity, and
even poor memory. They claim that the test is ‘The world’s
gold standard’ and ‘… recently cited as the world’s number 1
food sensitivity test’.
The ALCAT was evaluated in the Allergy Unit at Groote
Schuur Hospital in 1994 by the University of Cape Town’s
Respiratory and Gastrointestinal Units and the Allergy Clinic
at Red Cross Children’s Hospital in patients with asthma,
eczema and irritable bowel syndrome. Its predictive value was
found to be extremely poor and not of benefit in identifying the
trigger of the patient’s symptoms. There was no improvement
in the patients who were followed up by a doctor and a
dietician, using the diets recommended by these tests.1,2
Consensus statements released by allergy societies
throughout the world as well as the World Allergy
Organization do not recommend the use of this test in
the evaluation of acute or delayed allergic or intolerance
reactions.3-7 Significantly, not a single non-allergy clinical
society worldwide has supported the use of the ALCAT. These
viewpoints have been reiterated in recent international reviews
of allergy diagnostic tests.4-5 It is significant that there are also
no peer-reviewed publications or any reasonable studies to
support a diagnostic value for the ALCAT.8-10
The second test marketed with insufficient documentation
is the IgG test for food allergies, ADD and obesity. There is no
published evidence for these claims. Although IgG does play a
role in the allergic response, there is no evidence to suggest that
it has a diagnostic value in predicting food allergens or other
substances that may affect individuals.5 Strong IgG responses
have been demonstrated to be a normal physiological response
to certain proteins that are frequently ingested under certain
circumstances, and are commonly detectable in healthy adult

patients and children, independent of the presence or absence
of food-related symptoms.11-14
Teuber and Beyer noted: ‘[The role of IgG] is certainly a
question for further research and emphasizes that it is far too
early to encourage patients or insurers to spend money on
blood test panels that are suited for research, and not clinical
applications at this time’.15 It is disconcerting that the marketers
of the IgG substantiate the use of their tests with studies that
actually argue against the use of the test.16
In our opinion, it is wrong to market tests with little scientific
validity. Both the ALCAT and IgG tests for ‘panels’ of allergens
cost patients up to R3 500. We have first-hand knowledge of
patients who have been placed in financially compromising
situations after paying for such tests, with no relief of their
conditions.
Furthermore, testing so many (up to 100) foodstuffs in the
‘fixed’ panels is neither economical nor useful for diagnosis. As
a result, these unproven techniques lead to misleading advice or
treatments. We would therefore caution patients and doctors to
be fully informed of the sensitivity and specificity of such testing,
and to consider the evidence when contemplating such tests.
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